
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS ：- 
  
- Boat ride of Natural Formation - Jade Belt Beach, 

listed Guinness World Records 
  

- Phoenix Hill Park (cable car rides), a best lookout 
point of Sanya city and surrounding bays scenery. 
 

- 108m Nanshan Three Faced Guanyin Statue,  
a peaceful place for visitors to pray and worship for 
health & prosperity !        
 

- Sanya Romance Park, featuring Hainan’s minorities 
cultures, unique folklore, Totem Avenue, dances, 
technology playhouse, food streets & so on. 
 

- FengXiaoGang Movietown, Avenue of Stars, Movie  
Studios, Film shooting place, 1942 Buildings, Nanyang 
Street & so on, make visitors immersed in the 
atmosphere of China in the old republican time. 
 

- Delicacy cuisines & Seafood gourmet 

Hainan Four Dishes, Lobster & Abalone seafood, Nanshan 
Vegetarian, Chilies Fish Head …   

Update: 5/4/19 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
DAY 01    PEN - KUL – HAIKOU / FENG XIAO GANG MOVIE TOWN / LINGSHUI                    (MOB/L/D) 
Assemble at PEN, depart for your pleasant flight to KLIA, connecting flight to Haikou, the capital of Hainan Province. Meet and 
greet on arrival, coach transfer to visit：- 
Hainan Museum, is a comprehensive modern museum, which has three treasures of the town, belonging to the state-level 
precious cultural relics. Museum of a total of 10 large exhibition hall, sub-"Nan Ming lack Ge", "Outside the fiefs”, “between 
the immortal" three themes, more than 1,000 pieces of cultural relics.  
Feng Xiao Gang Movie Town is 1,400 acres of movie magic that include a variety of picturesque streets: 1942 street, built 
to resemble scenes from the Republican Era in Chongqing, with 91 buildings. There’s Nanyang Street, with 70 buildings, 
Traditional Beijing Street that replicates the 50s to 60s, and Church and Square, which resembles European cities.   
Proceed to Lingshui for overnight. 
 
DAY 02    LINGSHUI / LI & MIAO VILLAGE / NANSHAN CULTURAL TOURISM ZONE / SANYA  (B/L/D) 
Li and Miao Ethnic Villages is a fun and interactive way to get a real taste of the native cultures of Hainan. A guided tour and 
experience the local culture for a glimpse into the Miao heritage. Tattooed natives dressed in vibrant traditional attire greet you with 
a warm hospitality.  
Nanshan Cultural Tourism Zone (Include Buggy), a demonstration site of the National Civilization Scenic Spot. The key 
feature of the zone is the three sided statue of Guan Yin Buddha. The bronze statue of Guan Yin Buddha stands 108 meters tall 
on a man-made island in the sea just off Nanshan. The main attractions include Nanshan Temple, Nanhai Guanyin Buddha 
Statue, Fuji Garden, Ten Party Tallinn and Guigyin Garden, Buddhist Cultural Exchange Center, and a vegetarian 
shopping street.  
 
DAY 03    SANYA FULL DAY (PHOENIX HILL PARK+SANYA ROMANCE PARK)                            (B/L/D) 
Sanya Phoenix Hill Park (Include Cable car), Sanya Phoenix Hill Park has 400-meter-high, and it is the highest point of Sanya 
city. In here, you can enjoy panorama view of Sanya city and Bay sceneires. Here, you can view the Luhuitou Peak park, Phoenix 
Island, and even the Bronze statue of Guan Yin while weather permitted.                                                    
Sanya Romance Park includes Sanya Eternal Love Theme Area and a large song & dances Hall -Sanya Songcheng Eternal love 
show (optional). The theme area is dominated by rich antique buildings, creating a rich folk customs, and small shows interspersed 
with fun from time to time. The biggest attraction of the whole area is the song and dance show of the ancient city of Sanya Song 
City. The overall performance of the show is wonderful, suitable for all ages. 
 
DAY 04    SANYA / XINGLONG / BO-AO WATER TOWN / HAIKOU                                               (B/L/--) 
After breakfast, coach transfer to Overseas Chinese Township – Xinglong, visit South Medicine Botanical Garden there are 
more than a thousand species of plants in the scenic spot, and there are more than 80 families of plants that can grow in the 
tropics. In the park, 22 kinds of imported southern drugs were introduced, and nearly 100 other imported medicinal plants were 
pending research and development; 436 medicinal plants were introduced outside the island, 958 medicinal plants on the island, and 
more than 1600 kinds of living organisms were preserved in the plant specimens. 
Coach passing by Bo-Ao Watertown, photo stop at Boao Watertown - APEC Forum Venue. Enjoy a Boat ride to witness the 
Jade Belt Beach scenery.  At Haikou, we will bring you to the typical Qilou food street. It is an old town of Haikou, which 
retains the architectural style of the arcade, where you can enjoy the variety of Hainan snacks, seafood, Hainan meehoon, 
wenchang meehoon and all kinds of snacks (Dinner Exclude).  
                                                          
DAY 05    HAIKOU – KUALA LUMPUR - PENANG                                                                          (B/MOB) 
After breakfast, free for own leisure till time transfer to Haikou Meilan Int’l Airport, bid farewell with Hainan Island. 
 
Suggest Optional Tour ：1.  Sanya Bay Cruise Tour at night+free flow Beverages (RMB250/pax)         
2.  Sanya Songcheng Eternal Love Show (RMB320/pax) or Las Vegas Show (RMB280/pax)        
3. Shopping Stop: Charcoal, Latex Product (or Tea), Fish Oil Center (or Health & Wellness Center) 
 

Local Gourmet  : Hainan 4 dishes, Lobster & Abalone Seafood, Chilies Fish Head, Nanshan Vegetarian, 

Complimentary : Daily 01 bottle of Mineral Water.  
PEN/KUL OD2105 0625/0725      (D6) 
KUL/HAK  OD614  0825/1155      (D6) 
HAK/KUL  OD615  1340/1705      (D3) 
KUL/PEN OD2106 2315/0015+1  (D3/4) 

Group depart based on Min.10 adults, Tour Leader will be assigned 
for group 16 adults and above. Meal Budget : RMB40/pax (based on 
round table of 10 persons) Group visa entitlement : (minimum 5 
persons & above with tour arrangement)  

Include   : Airport Taxes, MOB, 20KG luggage allowance, Tipping for Local Guide & Driver, Group Visa 
Exclude : 01 Dinner, Travel Insurance, Single room suppliment, Travel Bag, other personal expenses.  

- The order of itinerary is subject to the final discretion of local land operator, we reserve right to amend the itinerary due to the unforeseen circumstances 

without prior notice 
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https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=zh-CN&sp=nmt4&u=https://baike.baidu.com/item/%25E5%2585%25A8%25E5%259B%25BD%25E6%2596%2587%25E6%2598%258E%25E9%25A3%258E%25E6%2599%25AF%25E6%2597%2585%25E6%25B8%25B8%25E5%258C%25BA%25E7%25A4%25BA%25E8%258C%2583%25E7%2582%25B9&xid=17259,15700023,15700124,15700149,15700168,15700173,15700186,15700190,15700201,15700205&usg=ALkJrhhIQ3NAGyNBddI2_Hk3iSQ56p69Gg

